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Marissa Lynn(2-20-1995)
 
i was born prematurely febuary 20th 1995 in atlanta ga, to loving and caring
parents. at the age of 12 i was reped, thats when i starter writing poems, later
when i was 15 i fell in love with an amazing guy, but three days after he
proposed to me, he killed him self. if you wanna know more email me at mlynn@
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Beacause Of Suicide
 
never again will i love so deeply
as was my love for he
only time can mend the sorrow
but never will my heart be whole
 
i never knew that love
sutch a sacred word
could cause so much
pain and sorrow
 
now i lay
brusies on my arms
hoping the pain
will bring you back
 
i never felt so hurt
untill i got that call
im sorry, your lovers dead
 
now i stand
gun at hand
but i cant bring myself
to join you
 
so with blood shot eyes
i lower my hand
hoping for another to come
and wisk my heart away
 
Marissa Lynn
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Cherry Blossom Haiku
 
like the swaying of the flowers
on the branches
of a cherry blossom tree
mt heart beats olnly for him
 
Marissa Lynn
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Graveyard  Masquerade
 
gliding through the grave stones
she walks so silently
passing by concrete slabs
with meaningless words
and lovley boquets
 
she crys for the souls of the lost
for the living who have lost loved ones
and for the so called gods
who let their children suffer
 
do they intend to make us go insane
are we just pawns in a twisted game
no words can explain
the sorrow we all hold
suffering are our souls
 
Marissa Lynn
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Suicide Rose
 
bright and red
are the petals
of a rose warm
in the summer sun
 
along comes a strong
storm of emotions
uprooting its
olnly support
 
now witherd and brown
a rain dropp tear
falls from its petals
as it curls within itself
falling to the dirt
 
Marissa Lynn
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